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1.Which of the following are valid reasons for choosing e-forms products that use open forms
technology?
A.Open forms technology is free and can be used to produce a less expensive e-forms product
B.Choosing open forms technology allows easy integration with third party applications
C.Proprietary products cause businesses to become locked in to a single vendor
D.Open forms technology is more reliable because it is developed by many different people rather than
just one vendor
Correct:A B
2.What is the menu ufv_settings option used for?
A.To add menu options to the main menu of the Workplace Forms Viewer
B.To define new menu or toolbar options
C.To create a menu within a form
D.To hide or disable toolbar buttons
Correct:D
3.What is the function of the scope identifier?
A.To identify the form
B.To identify which form a page belongs to
C.To uniquely identify elements in a form
D.To provide a means of determining which fields are displayed in a form
Correct:C
4.When using absolute positioning, what reference point is used to determine the position of an
item on a form?
A.The position of the previous item in the form
B.The position of an anchor item in the form
C.The top right corner of the form
D.The top left corner of the form
Correct:D
5.Which of the following are parts of the basic architecture of the Webform Server?
A.Portlet
B.Translator
C.Log Server
D.All of the above
Correct:D
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